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Not your ordinary scrapbooking book!Take scrapbooking beyond the ordinary cut and paste with

techniques for adding elements that you can touch, flip, spin, shake, slide and pull. It's fun, addictive

and surprisingly easy. In Flip, Spin & Play, you'll get the inspiration and paper engineering

know-how to jazz up any project that will just beg to be touched.Spark your imagination with:Over

90 interactive projects featuring out-of-this-world ways to bring your layouts to life with a variety of

textures and moveable elementsStep-by-step instructions, complete supply lists and reproducible

templatesHelpful tips and tricks for layout durability, paper engineering techniques and additional

ideas for taking interactive layouts to the next levelPacked full of inspiring projects and

easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions, Flip, Spin & Play makes it easy to add a magical, hands-on

appeal to your layouts!
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I bought this book months ago and have been enjoying it ever since. Fresh ideas offering new takes

and method to include more than the standard number of photos and amazing unique ways to use

them on a page. I'm an altered book maker as well and found the suggestions and ideas

wonderfully adaptable for both altered projects and unique cards as well. Now I'm trying to figure out

how to apply some of the ideas in ATCs for some unique interactive cards. If you enjoy out of the

box thinking and have some experience under your belt combined with a little boredom with your

current pages, this book will whet your appetite and creativity! Highly recommended!



Lots of ideas but very weak instructions.If you already know a lot about the subject it can be useful.

a great idea book, different and unique, sent quickly

I wanted to get book at the store and was not going to pay their prices so I bought it from this seller

and I got it w/in a week. It is in excellent condition too.thanks!

The ideas in this book are great. I have been scrapbooking for quite a few years but never thought

of how to do some of these things in my layouts. Thank you for such a great book!

I purchased this book because I wanted to make a photo slide back and forth across the page. I

saw this book and one of the projects listed was just what I was looking for. This book provided no

instruction on how to make this project. Just a nice picture and a reference stating that the "Free

Wheeling project" was too complex and then it refers you to purchase a paper engineering book.

Most of the projects in this book have no instructions at all. This is simply a picture book claiming to

be a how-to book. The only reason I gave it 2 stars is because it has a few templates in the back.

This book was a big dissappointment! Shame on you Memory Makers! It is obvious that no thought

was put in to how the comsumer would use this book.

This is a wonderful book filled with techniques along with a wonderful introduction to paper

engineering. I have been a long time fan of interactive scrapbooks since taking a class with Karen

Burniston at a CKU years ago. I was thrilled to see an interactive idea book to which she had

contributed ideas to. I was also excited to see interactive layouts with hidden photos. Much of my

scrapbooking tends to be of the trips I take. Because space is limited on the pages, I tend to leave

out many of the photos I take or photos that were important but not so perfect. The hidden photo

ideas will be perfect, while allowing me to include much more than I would have.

I love this book!!! I am the type of scrapper that takes lots of photos and hate to be limited in the

display of my photos in my pages... this book is full of creative ideas to add in hidden photos,

journaling, and unique multi photo layouts. Great layouts at the back also... I read a previous

reader's review stating that there are few instructions, yes I can understand that the instructions are

a little vague but since I'm the type of person that can look at a close up picture from different

angles... I could figure out most of what isn't exactly written... depends on your scrapping style if that



would work for you. Best of luck~
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